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Recent climate change in the Baltic Sea region ‐ manifestation, detection and attribution.
Key questions in the analysis of ongoing climate change are: Manifestation ‐ how big and how robust is
the change in the well‐defined recent period such as 1981‐2010? Detection ‐ is this change in the range
of natural variations, or does an explanation of this change require been external cause? Attribution ‐ if
an explanation requires external drivers, which set of drivers is most plausibly responsible for the change?
Within the IPCC‐ process this set of questions has high significance and has been answered satisfactory:
the global change is real, cannot be explained without reference to external drivers, can be explained at
this time only by assuming it dominant contribution by elevated atmospheric greenhouse gas
concentrations. The result of the BACC‐process, latest published in 2015, indicates that so far these
questions have not received the needed attention for the Baltic Sea region.
Here we show first systematic results on the change in terms of at temperature and precipitation
amounts in the Baltic Sea region. The found trends seem to be robust; and most seasons the trends are
stronger than what would be expected from purely internal variability; the expected changes, if only
elevated greenhouse gas concentrations would act as drivers, are partly inconsistent with the observed
changes, so that other factors must be at work as well. One explanation may involve the strong regional
reduction of emissions of substances related to the formation of atmospheric aerosols. However, this
hypothesis needs to be contested, for instance with regional climate model generated quantifications of
the expected responses to regionally decreased atmospheric aerosols presence.
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